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The best music you’re not listening to.™ Reviews of lost classics and obscure titles. Unheralded bands and

songwriters. New bands deserving of greater attention. It’s all here, on The Ripple Effect.
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S U N DA Y ,  O C T O B E R  3 1 ,  2 01 0

Ripple Theater - Johnny Winter - Live Through

The '80s DVD

You’d be forgiven for thinking that a DVD titled Johnny Winter Live

Through The ‘80s wouldn’t be all that great, but you’re wrong. Johnny

Winter went through a bit of a rebirth in the 1980’s thanks to the

popularity of Stevie Ray Vaughan and a new contract with Chicago

blues label Alligator Records. Both of these helped introduce Johnny to

a new audience and got some youngsters showing up at his concerts. I

should know, since I was one of them. Even during the peak of my

snotty thrash metal high school powers, I still loved blues and classic

rock. A friend and I went to see Johnny at the Beacon Theater in NYC,

early 1985 and were blown away by the frail, shirtless Texan’s

incredible energy and fiery playing. (His brother Edgar opened the show

and did a great set that included a truly bizarre hip hop version of

“Frankenstein.”)

This DVD really brought me back to that great night at the Beacon 25

years ago. Starting off in Toronto, 1983 there’s a kick ass version of

“Unseen Eye” and 3 other smokers. Johnny’s leading a powerful trio

with John Paris on bass & harmonica and drummer Bobby Torello. In

1984, Tom Compton takes over on drums and there’s footage from 3

different concerts – 1 from Europe and 1 in the US. The playing is tight

but loose and production is primo. The band really rips it up on songs

like “Mad Dog” and his frenzied take on Dylan’s “Highway 61.” After a

semi-embarrassing music video for the song “Don’t Take Advantage Of

Me” (it was the 80’s, all videos sucked) there’s an electronic press kit

Alligator Records put together with a cool interview with Johnny. After

that, it’s right back to the boogie with more footage from Europe in

1987 and 88.

Back in the 80’s Johnny stopped using his gorgeous Gibson Firebird
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About Us

The Ripple Effect

Ripple Music is a record label started by music fans for music fans. The label specializes in rock based acts that

capture a classic sound for familiarity, but also touch on modern elements so that music sounds relevent for

tomorrow. Ultimately, Ripple Music is all about bringing fun back into music. We're gonna use this space to show

you the faces behind the scenes. A couple of goofy guys, who like you, love music and want nothing more than to

spread good music around the world. Maybe turn you on to your next favorite band! Check in frequently or, better

yet, sign up for our newsletter so that you can stay on top of the latest and greatest at Ripple Music! Now, it’s

time for YOUR classic rock! ™

View my complete profile
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